OLAV THE KING

1.

Pargas

DUEL

As a monarch, Olav Haraldsson was not one of the most peaceful
kind. He dealt insults with duels that frequently had a bloody ending.
Have a buck fight with your friend on the edge of a stone paving or on
top of a fallen tree. Stand facing each other side to side and grab each
other’s hand. Try to shake your friend off balance without moving your
feet. You can try the same on single leg on a flat surface.

2.

LOVES ME
– LOVES ME NOT

OLAV HARALDSSON
ASTRID OLOFSDOTTER
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The Swedish King Olof promised his daughter
Ingegerd as a wife for Olav Haraldsson. Alas, the
Swedish King did not really like Olav and married
Ingegerd off to the Grand Duke of Novgorod. Olav
Haraldsson had to settle for the Swedish King’s
illegitimate daughter Astrid.

How well are they suited for each other? Find it out by
counting Olav and Astrid’s love percent. What kind of
chemistry is the love percent promising for you and
your crush?
DO IT THIS WAY:

1.

2.

Count how many letters found in the word
LOVES you can find in Olav Haraldsson and
Astrid Olofsdotter’s names. Count the total
amount separately under every letter (How many
L-letters, how many O-letters, and so on).
Add together the numbers that are next to each
other, until you have a double-digit love percent.
Every square only holds one figure, so any
tens you might get, you write into two squares
(separated by a dashed line).
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3.

Pargas

BATTLESHIP

Usurpers were always after Olav’s crown. Especially
Knut the Great, the Danish King, was a threat to Olav. As
it happens, in 1028 Olav actually had to flee the country
when Knut the Great attacked Norway.
Usually Olav tried to capture valuable enemy ships undamaged, but
sometimes he was forced to sink them. Choose your side and find out,
which one of you will be the winner of this battle!

PREPARATIONS
You both need two grids (King Olav’s fleet and Knut
the Great’s fleet) to play the game. Place your ships
into your grid. The ships are not allowed to touch each
other, not even from their corners. Do not show your
grid to your friend!
4 x Rowing boat

SEA BATTLE
Take turns shooting at each other’s fleet. Tell your opponent the coordinates
of the square (e.g. C-7) you want to shoot at. The opponent says whether
the bullet hits or misses. If you hit a ship, you will get an extra turn. When
you have hit all the squares in one boat, the opponent tells you that the ship
has sunk. The winner of the sea battle is the one who first manages to sink
all the opponent’s ships.
MARKINGS
When your bullet hits a ship, you mark that square with an X on your
opponent’s grid. A missed bullet is marked with an O. It is also worth
marking your opponent’s hits into your own grid!

3 x Fishing boat
2 x Battle ship
1 x Cargo ship
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